Despite challenges are industry margins stabilizing?
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They are in North America, less so elsewhere
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2018 problem had been with costs and their recovery.
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Fuel costs now falling but is that good or bad?
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Airlines appear to be matching supply to demand

Growth in global RPKs and ASKs
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Ancillaries increasingly helping to recover costs
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Limiting narrowing of the gap above breakeven
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But much less success in the cargo business

Global passenger and cargo load factors
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Cargo under much greater pressure than travel

Global RPKs and FTKs, billions per month
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Trade war damage
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Downside risk

Global GDP growth and RPK growth
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There clearly is a serious risk of recession.
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Recession would be a shock to the consensus

IMF forecasts of global economic growth (market exchange rates not PPP)
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Has the link between profits & the cycle been broken?
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Can other regions replicate N American success?
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